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I. Introduction

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) published a major revision of federal nursing facility regulations on October 4, 2016, providing new and expanded requirements for nursing facilities that participate in Medicare or Medicaid.¹ This was the first major revision since the regulations were issued more than 25 years before. This article provides a comprehensive guide to the revised regulations, focusing on care planning and person-centered care; admission, transfer, and discharge procedures; grievance procedures; resident rights, choice, safety, and self-determination; staffing, medications, and quality of care; and protections from abuse, neglect, and exploitation. The article also discusses advocacy and enforcement issues raised by the new rules and subsequent CMS rulemaking activities under the administration of President Donald Trump, which are likely to result in modification of the rules.

A. History of Statute

Thirty years ago, through enactment of the Nursing Home Reform Act (NHRA), Congress approved sweeping reforms to improve nursing facility quality of care and establish resident rights.² The reform law applies to all nursing facilities (aka nursing homes) that accept payment from Medicare, Medicaid, or both. Congress enacted the landmark legislation in response to findings of the Institute of Medicine that despite federal regulations adopted in the 1970s, abuse and neglect were unfortunately common in nursing facilities across

---

² 42 U.S.C. §§ 1395i-3 (Medicare), 1396r (Medicaid).
the country. In addition, quality of care in most nursing facilities left much to be desired and residents were often treated with disrespect and denied freedom of choice regarding activities, schedules, and other important aspects of life.\(^3\)

**B. Overview of Revisions**

As CMS noted in the release of the revised regulations, the federal regulations had not been comprehensively reviewed and updated for a quarter of a century. Revisions were necessary to incorporate innovations and research-based knowledge in the areas of service delivery, individual choice, resident safety, health outcomes, professional standards, and quality assurance and performance improvement. CMS’s stated goals in revising the regulations were to improve quality of care and quality of life and to optimize resident safety, while reducing procedural burdens on facility operators. The reforms included new and expanded requirements for the following:

- Person-centered care, assessment, and resident participation in care planning;
- Admission, transfer, and discharge procedures;
- Required services and quality improvement procedures;
- Facility grievance policy and grievance officials; and
- Protections from abuse, neglect, and exploitation.

The revised regulations also implement certain provisions of the 2010 Affordable Care Act, including the requirement for training on dementia care and abuse prevention and for reporting of suspicions of abuse. In addition, CMS extensively reorganized and “re-designated” requirements in an effort to improve readability.\(^4\)

Most of the revised regulations took effect on November 28, 2016 (Phase 1); however, the effective date of some new requirements was delayed until November 28, 2017 (Phase 2), or November 28, 2019 (Phase 3), to reduce the burden on nursing facilities of implementing the reforms.\(^5\) In addition, in 2017 CMS announced it will delay enforcement of certain Phase 2 requirements,\(^6\) as discussed in section III, and the regulation limiting arbitration agreements has been enjoined and likely will be rescinded by CMS.\(^7\)

**II. Guide to Revised Regulations**

**A. Admission**

1. **No Waiver of Legal Rights**

   Most residents admitted to nursing facilities are experiencing a decline in men-

---


\(^7\) See infra at sections II.A.3 and III.
tal capacity resulting from Alzheimer’s disease, other forms of dementia, or other ailments, compromising their ability to negotiate an admission agreement. It is an extremely stressful time for both residents and their families, who often are in crisis and will agree to almost anything to obtain access to needed health care services. Not surprisingly, admission agreements are typically drafted in terms more favorable to the facility than the resident.

Admission agreements frequently have misrepresented applicable laws. To address such problems, the NHRA prohibits facilities from requiring residents to waive their rights to Medicare and Medicaid. The revised regulations go further, prohibiting a facility not only from requiring, but even from asking, a resident to waive his or her rights under applicable local, state, and federal laws as well as Medicare and Medicaid. In addition, the terms of an admission agreement must not conflict with the regulations. Thus, under the revised regulations, surveyors (whose agencies survey (inspect) nursing facilities to ensure that they comply with the law) can cite a facility for using an admission agreement that requires a resident to waive rights under laws other than Medicare and Medicaid or otherwise conflicts with the requirements.

In a similar vein, the revised regulations prohibit facilities from obtaining a waiver of liability for loss of a resident’s personal property. Under the revised regulations, a facility must not “request or require residents or potential residents to waive potential facility liability for losses of personal property.” In accord, the regulations also establish a facility duty to “exercise reasonable care for the protection of the resident’s property from loss or theft.”

2. No Third-Party Guarantee of Payment

Under the NHRA, facilities are prohibited from requiring a third-party guarantee of payment as a condition of admission or continued residence. Despite the long-standing prohibition, arranging for a third party to take on financial liability continues to be a high priority for many nursing facilities.

Some facilities, for example, have had a resident’s relative or friend take on liability on the pretext that this person is volunteering to sign the admission agreement as guarantor. Under the revised regulations, however, a nursing facility can neither require nor request a third-party guarantee of payment.

The NHRA does not prohibit a facility from requiring a resident’s agent to sign an agreement to pay the facility’s charges with the resident’s assets. Under

---


9 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(g)(10)(v).

10 Carlson, supra n. 8.


12 Id. at § 483.10(i)(1)(ii).

13 For example, even though the state of California addressed this and other admission agreement issues by requiring nursing homes to use a Standard Admission Agreement (SAA), nursing homes could request modifications of the SAA if they could demonstrate unique circumstances. A 2014 study found that nursing homes most often requested modifications to the SAA that would require third parties to sign, add mandatory arbitration provisions, or reduce resident rights. Cal. Advocs. for Nursing Home Reform, No Standards: How Nursing Homes Attempted to Undermine California’s Standard Admission Agreement and Diminish Residents’ Rights, http://www.canhr.org/reports/2014/No_Standards_in_Nursing_Homes_Report.pdf (2014).

14 42 C.F.R. § 483.15(a)(3).
the revised regulations, the facility is authorized to request and require “a resident representative who has legal access to a resident’s income or resources available to pay for facility care to sign a contract, without incurring personal financial liability, to provide facility payment from the resident’s income or resources.” The revised regulations, however, do not address a gambit that some facilities use: filing suit against a resident representative for allegedly violating his or her duty under the admission agreement to use the resident’s funds to pay the nursing facility bill and/or to take all necessary steps to obtain Medicaid eligibility on the resident’s behalf. For example, in *Sunrise Healthcare Corp. v. Azarigian*, the facility won a judgment for breach of contract against the resident’s daughter, and agent under a power of attorney, after Medicaid denied the resident’s application because of asset transfers the resident’s agent and then-deceased spouse made, including a substantial transfer by the spouse to a revocable trust. The court found that the defendant had breached the admission agreement by transferring assets for estate planning purposes and to pay for a personal companion for the resident, instead of using the funds to pay for the resident’s nursing facility costs and other “basic necessities.”

Consumer advocates are sharply critical of the reasoning in *Sunrise* and similar cases, because these types of lawsuits attempt to bypass both the prohibition against a third-party guarantee and the general rule that an agent is not liable for a principal’s debts. In many cases, rulings for the facility “likely are driven by the court’s lack of sympathy for the defendant, who may be a family member or friend who has misused the resident’s money rather than paying the facility for services rendered.”

The issue of lawsuits against family members was brought to CMS’s attention, but CMS said that it needs “to further investigate this concern and consider it for future notice and comment rule-making.”

3. No Predispute Arbitration: Enjoined and New Rules Proposed

In the revised regulations, CMS prohibits the use of predispute arbitration agreements (i.e., arbitration agreements signed before a dispute arises). Generally, a predispute agreement is signed during the resident’s admission to a facility and applies to all disputes that subsequently arise between the resident and the facility. Unfortunately, however, CMS under President Trump likely will rescind the prohibition and further revise the rules for arbitration agreements.

Under the revised regulations, a facility must not enter into a predispute arbitration agreement with a resident or resident’s representative or require a resident to sign an arbitration agreement as a condition of admission. A facility may ask a resident to sign an arbitration agreement after a dispute arises, provided the facility complies with new requirements for drafting and entering into such an agreement.
The ban on predispute arbitration agreements was to take effect on November 28, 2016, but its implementation was enjoined by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi in *American Health Care Ass’n v. Burwell*,22 a lawsuit filed by a nursing facility trade association and a group of nursing facilities. The court found that the plaintiffs were likely to prevail on the theories that the prohibition conflicts with the Federal Arbitration Act and that CMS lacks statutory authority to adopt the prohibition.23 CMS initially appealed the ruling to the Fifth Circuit; however, under the Trump administration, CMS moved to voluntarily dismiss the appeal. Further, CMS has issued proposed rules to reverse the ban on predispute arbitration agreements24 (see section III for further discussion of this issue).

4. Notice of Service Limitations

In a new requirement, a facility must provide residents or potential residents with written notice of any special characteristics or service limitations.25 The purpose of the notice requirement is to ensure informed choice by the resident and to prevent a resident’s discharge or transfer for an unanticipated inability of a facility to meet the resident’s needs. Circumstances in which notice would be required include, for example, a facility:

- Whose practices are guided by a religious affiliation that results in special characteristics, requirements, or limitations; or
- That lacks the capability to care for residents requiring psychiatric care.26

Any notice of service limitations should be carefully reviewed to determine if any service limitation is considered a denial of a service, or level of service, that nursing facilities must provide under the NHRA and the revised regulations.27 This concern was brought to CMS’s attention, but CMS did “not agree that providing this information allows or encourages providers to discriminate in the admissions process, nor does requiring it allow a facility to fail to provide required services.”28

B. Care Planning and Person-Centered Care

The revised regulations emphasize person-centered care — making the resident the center of control for decision-making about aspects of his or her daily life and supporting the resident in making his or her own choices.29 This covers all areas of decision-making, including all aspects of planning and implementing care, establishing care goals and outcomes, mak-

---

23 Id. at 929-39. The court said that plaintiffs relied on considerable statutory authority to support their claim that the prohibition conflicts with the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA), whereas CMS did not establish a strong factual basis for the prohibition in the administrative record and relied primarily on public comments, often from interested parties. The court also said that CMS might have harmonized the prohibition with the FAA by giving special attention to the issue of mental incompetency as a justification for distinguishing nursing home arbitration agreements.
29 42 C.F.R. § 483.5.
ing informed choices about alternative treatments, and retaining decision-making capability or delegating that ability to a representative. The regulations specifically call for residents with limited capacity to retain the ability to make decisions outside a representative’s authority and for the resident’s wishes and preferences to be considered by a representative exercising the resident’s rights. Although the resident has always had the right to participate in care planning and decision-making, the regulations provide more clarity, with strong emphasis on a resident’s autonomy.

The revised regulations include an important new requirement for facilities to develop an interim baseline care plan in addition to the resident’s comprehensive care plan. The baseline care plan must be completed within 48 hours of admission. This new provision is intended to ensure that all residents admitted to a nursing facility receive the appropriate medications, diet, therapies, and services from the start. Under the previous regulations, some residents have resided in facilities for up to 3 weeks without having a care plan.

The baseline care plan must include the basic health care information necessary to provide proper care for the resident, including initial goals based on admission, physician, and dietary orders; therapy services; and social services. The resident and his or her representative must be given a summary of the baseline care plan that includes the resident’s goals, medications, dietary instructions, and therapies or other services or treatments to be provided.

To ensure ongoing care coordination, the regulations continue to require a comprehensive care plan for each resident that includes measurable objectives and time frames to meet the resident’s needs identified in the comprehensive assessment. The comprehensive assessment must be conducted using a CMS-specified resident assessment instrument and include a resident’s needs, strengths, goals, life history, and preferences. The assessment also must include information such as the resident’s routine; patterns (cognitive, mood, and behavior); functional, communication, and visual abilities; activities; and continence. The assessment is to be completed based on direct observation of the resident, along with communication with the resident and staff. The comprehensive assessment must be completed within 14 calendar days after admission, after significant change in the resident’s physical or mental status, and at least annually. A facility is also required to conduct a less-detailed quarterly assessment for each resident.

The comprehensive care plan, which must be developed within 7 days after the comprehensive assessment, must include the following:

• The services to be provided to attain or maintain the resident’s highest practical physical, mental, and psychosocial well-being;

• The resident’s goals and desired outcomes;

• The resident’s preference and potential for discharge;

---

30 Id. at § 483.10(c)(5).
31 Id. at § 483.10(b)(3).
32 Id. at § 483.10(b)(7).
33 Id. at § 483.21(a)(1)(i).
34 Id. at § 483.21(a).
35 Id. at § 483.21(a)(3).
36 Id. at § 483.21(b)(1).
37 Id. at § 483.20(b)(1).
38 Id.
39 Id. at § 483.21(b)(2).
40 Id. at § 483.21(c).
41 Id. at § 483.21(b)(1)(i).
42 Id. at § 483.21(b)(1)(iv)(A).
43 Id. at § 483.21(b)(1)(iv)(B).
• Discharge plans as appropriate.\textsuperscript{44}

Care plans must be developed through an interdisciplinary team directed by the resident or resident’s representative. The revised regulations expand the composition of this team. The team must now include all those with responsibility for the resident, not only the attending physician and registered nurse but also a nurse aide, a food services staff member, and others as determined by the resident’s needs or as requested by the resident.\textsuperscript{45} The resident and his or her representative must be included in the development of the care plan to the extent possible. If such participation is determined not practicable, an explanation about why they were not included must be documented in the resident’s medical record.\textsuperscript{46} To make it easier to include residents and representatives in care planning, facilities should consider steps such as scheduling care plan meetings to fit a family member’s schedule or including some team members via phone or video conference.

New in the revised regulations is a requirement that care plans be written with an eye toward cultural competency. The regulations also require care plans to be “trauma-informed,” meaning that the care plan must take into account any ordeal or suffering the resident has experienced and determine appropriate interventions and services needed to lessen the trauma or prevent its exacerbation.\textsuperscript{47}

Also new is the requirement that care planning include discharge planning, unless the resident’s file includes documentation that discharge planning is not desired.\textsuperscript{48} A discharge plan must focus on the resident’s goals, include the resident as an active partner in the planning process, effectively prepare the resident for transition out of the facility, and reduce factors that could lead to preventable readmissions.\textsuperscript{49} The interdisciplinary team must be involved in developing the discharge plan,\textsuperscript{50} and the plan must take into account the availability of caregivers and/or other support people, including the resident’s and the caregiver’s/support person’s capacity and capability to provide the required care.\textsuperscript{51}

The discharge plan must be updated and revised as needed to reflect the resident’s needs or goals.\textsuperscript{52} If the resident wants to return to the community, appropriate referrals to local contact agencies or other appropriate agencies must be made and documented. If it is determined that the resident cannot be discharged to the community, the facility must document who made the decision and why.\textsuperscript{53}

When the resident is ready for discharge, the facility must prepare a discharge summary of the resident’s stay in the facility, including treatments, therapy, and test and consultation results; a summary of the resident’s status based on a resident assessment; a reconciliation of all medications; and a post-discharge plan of care. The post-discharge plan must include where the individual will reside, arrangements for follow-up care, and needed medical and nonmedical services.\textsuperscript{54}

C. Resident Rights
1. Overview

Although CMS extensively reorganized, revised, and updated the regula-

\textsuperscript{44} Id. at § 483.21(b)(1)(iv)(C).
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at § 483.21(b)(2)(ii).
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at § 483.21(b)(2)(ii)(E).
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at § 483.21(b)(3).
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at § 483.21(c).
\textsuperscript{49} Id. at § 483.21(c)(1).
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at § 483.21(c)(1)(iii).
\textsuperscript{51} Id. at § 483.21(c)(1)(iv).
\textsuperscript{52} Id. at § 483.21(c)(1)(ii).
\textsuperscript{53} Id. at § 483.21(c)(1)(vii)(C).
\textsuperscript{54} Id. at § 483.21(c)(2).
tions, all NHRA-mandated resident rights are retained. CMS expanded certain requirements, particularly with respect to resident choice, safety, care planning participation, community interaction, and grievances.

2. Basic Rights

Under the revised regulations, “A facility must treat each resident with respect and dignity and care for each resident in a manner and in an environment that promotes maintenance or enhancement of his or her quality of life, recognizing each resident’s individuality” and “provide equal access to quality care regardless of diagnosis, severity of condition, or payment source.” As in the previous regulations, facilities must not discriminate based on payment source (i.e., Medicaid) in transferring, discharging, and providing services to residents.

3. Exercising Rights

The NHRA protects the resident’s right to exercise his or her rights as a resident and U.S. citizen without interference, coercion, discrimination, or reprisal from the facility. The revised regulations echo this requirement, stating that the resident has the right to be supported by the facility in the exercise of his or her rights.

A resident has the right to designate a representative in accordance with state law, unless he or she has been adjudicated incompetent, and a resident representative may exercise the resident’s rights to the extent provided by state law. The revised regulations also protect the rights of a resident with a same-sex spouse, in accordance with the U.S. Supreme Court decision in United States v. Windsor, which invalidated the federal Defense of Marriage Act: “The same-sex spouse of a resident must be afforded treatment equal to that afforded to an opposite-sex spouse if the marriage was valid in the jurisdiction in which it was celebrated.”

Responding to “concerns that resident representatives may be accorded more decision-making authority than their appointment or delegation permits,” CMS added protections for resident rights with respect to the resident representative. A resident with a legal surrogate retains the right to make decisions that are outside a court-appointed representative’s authority or not delegated by the resident to the representative. Similarly, a facility must not extend to a resident’s representative the right to make decisions “beyond the extent required by the court or delegated by the resident.” Furthermore, if a facility has reason to believe that a resident’s representative is not acting in the resident’s best interest, the facility must report its concerns to state authorities as prescribed by state law.

4. Health Care Decision-Making

In a new subsection, CMS consolidated resident rights in the planning and implementation of health care services. Under these rights, a resident has the right to be informed of his or her treatment, health status, and medical condition in a language that he or she can understand; participate in care planning and

---

55 Id. at § 483.10(a)(1).
56 Id. at § 483.10(a)(2) (previously 42 C.F.R. § 483.12(c)).
57 Id. at § 483.10(b)(1)–(2).
58 80 Fed. Reg. at 42182 (citing 570 U.S. 12, 133 S. Ct. 2675 (2013)).
59 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(b)(3).
60 80 Fed. Reg. at 42181.
61 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(b)(7)(i).
62 Id. at § 483.10(b)(5).
63 Id. at § 483.10(b)(6).
treatment; request, refuse, or discontinue treatment; and formulate an advance directive. CMS also added a requirement that the facility inform the resident of the right to participate in the care planning process and support the resident in exercising this right.

CMS emphasized that residents who are adjudicated incompetent also have the right to participate in care planning to the extent practicable, commenting, “[I]t is important for a resident who has been adjudicated incompetent to be treated with respect and dignity and to continue to make those decisions that are appropriate for him or her to make.”

5. Choice of Attending Physician

The pre-existing resident right to choose an attending physician was relocated to a new subsection. Under the revised regulations, the facility must ensure that the attending physician is licensed and complies with the nursing facility requirements. If the resident-selected physician does not meet the regulations, the facility may choose a physician for the resident, but only after discussing the matter with the resident and honoring the resident’s preference (if any) among options. The facility must ensure that the resident “remains informed of the name, specialty, and way of contacting the physician and other primary care professionals responsible for his or her care.”

6. Respect and Dignity: Restraints, Roommates, and Room Transfers

The NHRA prohibits the use of unnecessary restraints. In accord, the revised regulations state that residents have a right to be treated with respect and dignity, including “the right to be free from any physical or chemical restraints imposed for purposes of discipline or convenience, and not required to treat the resident’s medical symptoms.” In a new section of the regulations, unnecessary restraints are included in the definition of “abuse,” which is discussed further in section II(H). In the very rare circumstances in which restraints are medically indicated, the facility must ensure that residents are free from unnecessary restraints and “must use the least restrictive alternative for the least amount of time and document ongoing re-evaluation of the need for restraints.”

CMS revised the requirements regarding chemical restraints (i.e., behavior-modifying medications), commenting in the Federal Register that such medications too frequently are prescribed for residents to benefit the staff and not necessarily the resident’s health. This observation is supported by studies showing that behavior-modifying drugs are often used to sedate and control residents whose behavior is difficult for staff to manage, particularly residents with Alzheimer’s disease or other forms of dementia, and that nursing facilities with the largest percentage of residents receiving unnecessary antipsychotics tend to have the least amount of staff. CMS extended the requirements regarding antipsychotic drugs to a larger class of psychotropic drugs and added provisions

---

64 Id. at § 483.10(c).
65 Id. at § 483.10(c)(3).
66 Id. at § 483.10(b)(7)(ii).
68 Id.
69 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(d)(3).
70 Id. at § 483.10(e)(1).
71 Id. at § 483.12(a)(2).
72 80 Fed. Reg. at 42240.
to reduce or eliminate the need for these medications.  

Similar to the previous regulations, residents have the right to retain and use personal possessions as space permits, provided that doing so does not infringe upon other residents’ health and safety. In addition, residents have the “right to reside and receive services in the facility with reasonable accommodation of resident needs and preferences,” which emphasizes the facility’s responsibility to accommodate resident choice and individuality.

Consenting spouses have always had the right to share a room in a facility; the rule applies to all married couples, whether opposite or same-sex. The new regulations expand this right, specifying that a resident has the right to share a room with his or her “roommate of choice,” in order to accommodate same-sex couples, siblings, other relatives, long-term friends, or any other choice of roommates.

The revised regulations retain a resident’s right to refuse a transfer to another room, without affecting the resident’s Medicare or Medicaid eligibility, if the relocation is intended to move the resident from a Medicare-certified room. The resident may also refuse to transfer to another room if the transfer is solely for staff convenience. Residents have a right to receive written notice of any change in room or roommate, including notice of the reason for the change.

7. Self-Determination; Visitation and Interaction With the Community

The self-determination rules emphasize resident choice in facility life and the facility’s responsibility to promote, rather than obstruct, self-determination. Nursing facilities must promote, facilitate, and support resident choice in activities, schedules, visitation, and social, religious, and community activities. A resident has the right to choose schedules (including sleeping and waking times) and “to make choices about aspects of his or her life in the facility that are significant to the resident.”

In addition, residents have “a right to interact with members of the community and participate in community activities both inside and outside the facility.” More specifically, the facility must provide activities that encourage interaction with the community and support and accommodate resident participation in activities outside the facility “to the extent possible, including making transportation arrangements.” CMS commented when the revised regulations were released that some residents may not be able to participate in activities outside the facility but that many others may, especially with the support of family or other assistance and planning. In arranging for a resident’s activities in the community, the facility must balance the resident’s right to self-

---

74 See infra section II(F).
75 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(c)(2).
76 Id. at § 483.10(c)(3).
77 Id. at § 483.10(c)(4).
78 Id. at § 483.10(c)(5).
80 42 C.F.R. § 483.10(c)(6).
81 Id. at § 483.10(f)(1)–(2).
82 Id. at § 483.10(f)(3).
83 Id. at § 483.24(c).
determination with safety and security concerns.\textsuperscript{85}

CMS revised and clarified residents’ rights to receive visitors and participate in family groups. Visitation rights are central: “The resident has the right to receive visitors of his or her choosing at the time of his or her choosing … in a manner that does not impose on the rights of another resident.”\textsuperscript{86} The facility must provide prompt access to a resident by immediate family members, other relatives, and resident representatives, subject to the resident’s desire to accept visits. Visits by persons other than family, however, are “subject to reasonable clinical and safety restrictions.”\textsuperscript{87} Advocates should be vigilant to ensure that safety restrictions are strictly interpreted. CMS’s examples suggest that such strict interpretation is appropriate, stating that restrictions due to suspected abuse should be imposed until such suspicions are investigated or after an investigation confirms suspicions. CMS also refers to persons who are “inebriated or disruptive,” suggesting that the label “disruptive” should not be extended broadly to persons the facility finds difficult.\textsuperscript{88}

Furthermore, CMS specifies that the facility must “ensure that all visitors enjoy full and equal visitation privileges consistent with resident preferences” and must not “restrict, limit, or otherwise deny visitation privileges on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender identity, sexual orientation, or disability.”\textsuperscript{89} The facility also must provide “reasonable access” to a resident by an entity or individual who provides legal services.\textsuperscript{90}

The revised regulations clarify that a resident has the right to participate in resident groups and to have his or her family members or resident representatives meet in the facility with family groups.\textsuperscript{91}

8. Information and Communication

Resident rights regarding access to information have been updated to incorporate advances in electronic medical records and communications. Residents have the right to “reasonable access to and privacy in their use of electronic communications such as email and video communications and for [i]nternet research.”\textsuperscript{92} Residents have a right to reasonable access to and use of a telephone. New provisions specify that a resident has the right to retain and use a cell phone at the resident’s expense. The nursing facility must protect and facilitate the resident’s right to communicate with others, both inside and outside the facility, by providing reasonable access to communication devices, including the internet, to the extent available to the facility.\textsuperscript{93}

CMS clarified in the revised regulations that each resident has “the right to receive notices orally (meaning spoken) and in writing (including Braille) in a format and a language he or she understands,” commenting in the Federal Register that “effective communication for some residents requires the use of auxiliary aids and services.”\textsuperscript{94} Facilities have a responsibility

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{85} 81 Fed. Reg. at 68718–68719.
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to provide notices to residents regarding their legal rights, Medicare and Medicaid eligibility, advance directives, protection of personal funds, facility policies, rules and regulations governing resident conduct and responsibilities at the facility, grievance procedures, and contact information for pertinent regulatory, informational, and advocacy agencies.

Residents have the right to access their medical records, and the facility must provide access, upon oral or written request “in the form or format requested by the individual, if it is readily producible in such form and format (including in an electronic form or format, when such records are maintained electronically)….” The facility may charge a reasonable, cost-based fee for providing copies of medical records, provided the fee includes only the cost of labor, supplies, and postage if mailed.

9. Privacy and Confidentiality

The resident’s right to privacy and confidentiality concerning his or her personal and medical records has been retained and updated to account for electronic communications. The facility must respect the resident’s right to privacy in his or her spoken, written, and electronic communications. CMS commented that the rights granted in the revised regulations do not conflict with HIPAA privacy and security rules.

10. Safe Environment

CMS moved certain requirements for the residents’ environment to “Resident Rights,” focusing on increasing resident safety and protecting residents’ personal property. The revised regulations state that a safe, homelike environment is a resident right and includes the right to receive treatment and care services safely. As in the previous regulations, the facility must provide “[a] safe, clean, comfortable, and homelike environment, allowing the resident to use his or her personal property to the extent possible.” The facility must provide housekeeping and maintenance services, clean linens, private closet space, adequate and comfortable lighting, comfortable and safe temperatures, and comfortable sound levels. Under the revised regulations, the facility also must do the following:

• Ensure that the resident can safely receive treatment;
• Provide a safe physical layout that maximizes resident independence; and
• Exercise reasonable care for the protection of the resident’s property from loss or theft.

A facility cannot fulfill its duty to use reasonable care to protect the resident’s property in a manner that makes the property essentially inaccessible to the resident.

11. Grievances

The revised regulations have created procedural requirements for a facility to follow when handling grievances. As before, and consistent with the NHRA, a resident has the right to voice grievances without retaliation or the fear of discrimination or reprisal. In addition, a grievance can be made orally or in writing and can be submitted anonymously.

In a new requirement, the facility must
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establish a grievance policy to ensure prompt resolution of all grievances. The grievance policy must identify a grievance official who is responsible for overseeing the grievance process, including receiving, investigating, and tracking grievances through conclusion. The grievance official must lead any necessary investigation of the grievance while maintaining confidentiality of all information associated with the grievance, issue a written grievance decision to the resident, and coordinate with state and federal agencies as necessary. The written grievance decision must state the steps taken to investigate the grievance, pertinent findings and conclusions, whether the grievance was confirmed, and any corrective action taken or to be taken by the facility as a result of the grievance.

While the grievance is being investigated, the facility must “take immediate action to prevent further potential violations of any resident rights.” The facility must immediately report “all alleged violations involving neglect, abuse, including injuries of unknown source, and/or misappropriation of resident property, by anyone furnishing services on behalf of the provider, to the administrator of the provider; and as required by State law.” The facility must take appropriate corrective action in accordance with state law if a violation of resident rights is confirmed by the facility or an outside entity having jurisdiction.

Of course, grievance procedures are useful only if grievances are filed. The facility’s grievance policy must provide procedures for notifying residents of a) the right to file a grievance, b) the name of and contact information for the grievance official, c) a reasonable expected time frame for completing a review of the grievance, and d) the right to obtain a written decision regarding the grievance.

12. Contact With External Entities

CMS specifies in the revised regulations, “A facility must not prohibit or in any way discourage a resident from communicating with federal, state, or local officials … regarding any matter, whether or not subject to arbitration or any other type of judicial or regulatory action.” Other provisions specify the resident’s right to receive notice of the contact information for state and local advocacy organizations, such as the state’s survey agency, long-term care ombudsman program, aging and disability resource center or other No Wrong Door program, and Medicaid fraud control unit. The facility must provide the notices orally or in writing in a format and language the resident understands.

D. Staffing and Training

Even though consumer advocates continued to seek minimum ratios of staff to residents, CMS instead continued to use more subjective standards based on “sufficient nursing staff.” New language requires that all staff members have appropriate competencies and skill sets. In determining the level of staffing that must be available, the facility must take into account the resident assessments, individual plans of care, and the number, acuity, and diagnoses of the resident population, as set forth in a formal assessment of the facility and its residents.
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Requirements for licensed nurses and registered nurses are unchanged, as set by the NHRA. Facilities are required to provide licensed nurses 24 hours per day and registered nurses 8 consecutive hours per day, 7 days per week. The revised regulations contain added language requiring a facility to ensure that licensed nurses have the specific competencies and skill sets necessary to care for residents in accordance with the needs identified in the resident assessments and described in the care plans. Providing care, as described in the regulations, includes “assessing, evaluating, planning and implementing resident care plans and responding to resident[s’] needs.”

Also unchanged is the requirement that the facility post nurse staffing information on a daily basis. This information includes the date, the total number and actual hours worked by nurses and certified nurse aides, and the resident census. The information must be posted in a prominent place readily accessible to residents and visitors.

New in the regulations is the requirement that facilities develop, implement, and maintain an effective training program for all staff, contractors, and volunteers. The amount and type of training necessary must be based on the formal facility assessment. Training topics must include communication; residents’ rights and facility responsibilities; abuse, neglect, and exploitation; quality assurance and performance improvement; infection control; compliance and ethics; and behavioral health. This training program must be put into effect by November 2019, with the exception of the training on abuse, neglect, and exploitation, which went into effect in November 2016. The abuse, neglect, and exploitation training must include information on the residents’ right to be free from abuse, neglect, and exploitation; it also must explain activities that constitute abuse, neglect, exploitation, and misappropriation of resident property and address reporting procedures and resident abuse prevention.

Facilities also are required to provide at least 12 hours of in-service training annually for nurse aides. In-service training must include dementia management, resident abuse prevention, “areas of weakness as determined in nurse aides’ performance reviews and facility assessment,” and any special needs of residents as determined by facility staff. Training on caring for individuals with cognitive impairments must be included for nurse aides who care for such individuals — and every nursing facility will have residents with cognitive impairments.

E. Quality of Care

The revised regulations state, “Quality of care is a fundamental principle that applies to all treatment and care provided to facility residents. Based on the comprehensive assessment of a resident, the facility must ensure that residents receive treatment and care in accordance with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the resident’s choices … .”
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This discussion on quality of care includes the following:

- **Vision and Hearing.** Residents must receive the assistive devices necessary to maintain vision and hearing ability as well as assistance in making appointments and arranging transportation to practitioners if necessary.\(^{123}\)

- **Skin Integrity.** Residents must be protected from developing pressure ulcers unless clinically unavoidable, and residents with pressure ulcers must receive treatment. Residents must also receive proper care and treatment to maintain good foot health as well as assistance in making appointments and arranging transportation to a qualified professional if necessary.\(^{124}\)

- **Mobility.** A resident’s range of motion and mobility must be protected from decline unless a clinical condition makes decline unavoidable.\(^{125}\)

- **Accidents.** Facilities must ensure that the environment is as free as possible from accident hazards and that each resident receives adequate supervision and assistive devices to prevent accidents.\(^{126}\)

- **Incontinence.** Facilities must ensure that continent residents maintain their continence unless a clinical condition makes this impossible. Residents must not be catheterized unless clinically necessary, and residents who are catheterized must be assessed for catheter removal as soon as possible. Incontinent residents must be assessed for treatment and services to prevent infection and to restore continence to the extent possible.\(^{127}\)

- **Assisted Nutrition and Hydration.** Facilities must ensure that residents maintain their weight unless a clinical condition or their preferences make this impossible. Residents must be offered sufficient fluids to maintain proper hydration. Residents’ ability to eat orally must be maintained unless clinically contraindicated. Residents must consent to enteral feeding and must receive appropriate treatment and services to restore oral eating, if possible, and to prevent complications.\(^{128}\)

- **Pain Management.** Pain management must be provided to residents who require it. Pain management must be consistent with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the resident’s goals and preferences.\(^{129}\)

- **Dialysis.** Dialysis services must be provided to residents who require them. Dialysis services must be consistent with professional standards of practice, the comprehensive person-centered care plan, and the resident’s goals and preferences.\(^{130}\)

- **Trauma-Informed Care.** Residents who are trauma survivors must receive culturally competent trauma-informed care. Residents’ experiences and preferences must be taken into account in order to eliminate or mitigate triggers that may cause retraumatization.\(^{131}\)

- **Bed Rails.** Facilities must attempt to use alternatives prior to installing a side or bed rail. If a side or bed rail is used, the facility must ensure proper installation and maintenance. Prior to installation, the facility must assess a resident’s risk of entrapment, review the risks and benefits of the rails with the resident
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or representative, and obtain informed consent.132

F. Pharmacy Services and Medications

Pharmacy services, including the dispensing of routine and emergency drugs, must be provided to meet the needs of each resident.133 If unlicensed personnel (e.g., medication assistants) are permitted under state law to administer drugs, the facility may allow it, but only under the general supervision of a licensed nurse.134 A licensed pharmacist must be consulted in the provision of pharmacy services, and he or she must establish a system for recording and accounting for controlled substances.135

Carried over to these revised regulations is the requirement that a licensed pharmacist conduct a drug regimen review for each resident at least monthly.136 New language requires the drug regimen review to include a review of the resident’s medical chart,137 and the regulations expand the reporting of irregularities to include unnecessary drugs.138 Additional documentation of any irregularities is required, including the fact that an irregularity has been reviewed by the attending physician and what action, if any, has been taken to address it. The attending physician must provide a rationale if he or she does not change the medication that is the cause of the irregularity.139

Also new to the regulations is a requirement that the facility develop and maintain policies and procedures for the monthly drug regimen review that includes time frames for the different steps in the process and steps the pharmacist must take when he or she identifies an irregularity that requires urgent action to protect the resident.140

Each resident’s drug regimen must be free from drugs that are “unnecessary,” which is defined as drugs used in excessive doses, for excessive durations, without adequate monitoring, or without adequate indications for use. Also included are drugs used in the presence of adverse consequences, which indicates the dose should be reduced or discontinued.141

The revised regulations contain important new language related to the use of psychotropic drugs, requiring facilities to ensure that residents who have not used psychotropic drugs are not given them unless necessary to treat a specific condition diagnosed and documented in the clinical record.142 Residents who have been prescribed psychotropic drugs must receive gradual dose reductions and behavioral interventions, unless clinically contraindicated, in an effort to discontinue use of the drugs.143

The regulations also now require facilities to ensure that residents do not receive psychotropic drugs as a PRN (as needed) order unless medically necessary to treat a specific diagnosed condition that is documented in the clinical record.144 Additionally, PRN orders for psychotropic drugs are limited to 14 days and cannot be renewed unless the attending physician or prescribing practitioner believes it is appropriate to extend the order and documents that reasoning. For antipsychotic
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medications, the limit on PRN orders also is 14 days, with the physician required to evaluate the resident prior to ordering any extension.\footnote{Id. at § 483.45(e)(3)–(5).}

G. Transfer and Discharge Procedures

1. Transfer and Discharge

Under the NHRA, a nursing facility can transfer a resident against his or her will for one of six reasons only:

1. The resident needs a level of care that the nursing facility cannot provide;
2. The resident does not need nursing facility care;
3. The resident’s presence endangers the health of others at the facility;
4. The resident’s presence endangers the safety of others at the facility;
5. The resident owes money for nursing facility care despite having received adequate notice; or
6. The nursing facility is going out of business.\footnote{42 U.S.C. §§ 1395i-3(c)(2)(A), 1396r(c)(2)(A).}

The regulations expand slightly on these six reasons. Following the statutory language, the regulations continue to specify, “For a resident who becomes eligible for Medicaid after admission to a facility, the facility may charge a resident only allowable charges under Medicaid.”\footnote{42 C.F.R. § 483.15(c)(1)(i)(E); see 42 U.S.C. § 1396r(c)(2)(A).}

At a minimum, this language specifies that a facility cannot impose a private-pay rate on a resident who becomes Medicaid eligible. A Kansas appellate court has interpreted this language more broadly, holding that once a resident becomes Medicaid eligible, the resident cannot be transferred or discharged for failure to pay a debt incurred during private-pay status.\footnote{Pioneer Ridge Nursing Facility Operations, L.L.C. v. Ermey, 203 P.3d 4, 8–9 (Kan. App. 2009); but see Dayspring of Miami Valley v. Shepherd, 2007 Ohio 2589 (Ohio App. 2d Dist. 2007) (hearing officer had erred by treating payment of current bill as reason to deny discharge for nonpayment).}

The regulations now bar transfer/discharge for nonpayment when the resident has submitted a claim for payment to a third party.\footnote{42 C.F.R. § 483.15(c)(1)(ii). This same protection previously was located in the CMS surveyor’s guidelines but not in the regulations.} This protection is most relevant when a resident has filed a Medicaid application. While the Medicaid program is considering the application — and, potentially, while a hearing officer is considering an appeal to an initial denial — the facility cannot proceed with a transfer/discharge based on nonpayment.

Regarding transfer/discharge based on purported danger to others, the regulations now specify that the endangerment must be “due to the clinical or behavioral status of the resident.”\footnote{Id. at § 483.15(c)(1)(i)(E).} It is far from clear whether this additional language will be a significant check on facilities, given the potentially broad reach of the term “clinical or behavioral status.”

The regulations now include the important protection that a facility may not transfer or discharge a resident while an appeal is pending.\footnote{Id. at § 483.15(c)(1)(ii).} This new provision protects residents both from improper transfer/discharge and from being threatened with transfer/discharge during an appeal’s pendency. The regulations provide an exception to this protection if, by staying in the facility through the appeal decision, the resident would endanger his or her health or safety or the health or safety of others in the facility.

Consistent with the statutory authority,
the regulations continue the requirement of physician documentation of certain allegations. If a resident allegedly endangers the health or safety of others, a physician must document the alleged endangerment in the resident’s file. If transfer/discharge is based on allegations that the resident needs either a higher or lesser level of care, the required documentation must be performed by the resident’s physician because in these cases transfer/discharge supposedly is for the resident’s benefit.\textsuperscript{152}

In a new protection, the regulations now require additional documentation when a facility alleges that it no longer can meet a resident’s needs. In these situations, the resident’s physician must list “the specific resident need(s) that cannot be met, facility attempts to meet the resident needs, and the service available at the receiving facility to meet the need(s).”\textsuperscript{153} Ideally, this requirement will serve as a check on a cynical facility’s inclination to rid itself of residents who require relatively more care. Too many facilities state broadly that a resident’s care needs are too great, but these same facilities likely are less quick to take action if forced to specify their supposed inability to provide necessary services.

The regulations continue to require written notice of transfer/discharge, consistent with statutory requirements.\textsuperscript{155} Notice must be provided to the resident and the resident’s representative.\textsuperscript{156} Generally, this notice must be provided at least 30 days prior to the proposed transfer/discharge, although the exceptions are many. Specifically, notice may be provided “as soon as practicable before transfer or discharge” when the resident’s presence endangers the health or safety of others, the resident’s needs necessitate an immediate transfer, an improvement in the resident’s health enables a more immediate transfer/discharge, or the resident has resided in the facility for less than 30 days.\textsuperscript{157}

A new provision requires that notice also be sent to the state’s long-term care ombudsman program.\textsuperscript{158} To implement this requirement, most ombudsman programs are issuing instructions on how they want to receive notices and whether notices should be sent to state or local offices.

The notice-to-ombudsman requirement has placed additional attention on a continuing issue — When is a transfer/discharge considered involuntary for the purpose of requiring notice? Perhaps surprisingly, the federal transfer/discharge law applies on its face to all transfers and discharges, regardless of whether the resident is leaving against his or her will. The statutory language states that a facility “must permit each resident to remain in the facility and must not transfer or discharge the resident from the facility un-
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less” one of the six reasons for transfer/discharge can be proved. The regulatory language is virtually identical.

As a practical matter, however, it makes little sense for a facility to issue a transfer/discharge notice if a resident chooses to leave a nursing facility and, for example, return home. CMS has addressed this issue through subregulatory guidance that imposes notice requirements on a transfer or discharge when initiated by a facility but not when initiated by a resident. A transfer/discharge is considered resident initiated when the resident or representative “has given written or verbal notice of [his or her] intent to leave the facility.” Resident initiation is not indicated by a resident saying generally that he or she wants to go home. Furthermore, a transfer/discharge is considered facility initiated if it “did not originate through [the] resident’s verbal or written request, and/or is not in alignment with the resident’s stated goals for care and preferences.”

One contested and important matter is the issuance of notice when a resident is concluding his or her Medicare-funded stay in a nursing facility. Many reimbursement-focused facilities see this time as an opportunity to move a Medicaid-eligible resident out of the nursing facility in order to bring in additional Medicare-reimbursed residents. In some instances, facilities claim that they are rehabilitation specialists and do not provide custodial care or long-term care. Such claims, however, fly in the face of the NHRA’s requirements that a resident be allowed to remain in the facility unless the facility can prove one of the six reasons for transfer/discharge. The federal law prioritizes a resident’s stability and dignity over the facility’s preference to receive higher reimbursement or specialize in a particular type of care.

The surveyor’s guidelines address the issue of transfer/discharge following a Medicare-funded stay, but the guidelines are only marginally helpful:

Discharges following completion of skilled rehabilitation may not always be a resident-initiated discharge. In cases where the resident may not object to the discharge, or has not appealed it, the discharge could still be involuntary and must meet all requirements of this regulation.

Advocates for residents should cite this language to push back against facilities’ narrative that a Medicare-reimbursed resident always wants to leave when the Medicare reimbursement concludes. That narrative is true in some cases but is completely false in many others. Numerous Medicare-reimbursed residents are interested in nursing facility care after the conclusion of a Medicare-funded stay, and they are at risk of their nursing facility giving them the impression that they must leave, or should leave, when the Medicare-funded stay ends. To protect residents in these situations, facilities should provide the notice required by law. The notice is a vital check on the inclinations of some facilities to discard residents at the conclusion of their Medicare-funded stay.

2. Returning to Nursing Facility After Hospitalization

The relevant statutory authority addresses two related concepts: bed holds
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and the right to return. The ability to “hold” a bed is set by state law, and the federal law requires that the nursing facility notify the resident of his or her rights under state law. This notification must be given twice: before and when the resident is transferred to a hospital.\textsuperscript{165} Most nursing facilities provide the before-transfer notice when the person is first admitted to the nursing facility. Holding a bed requires that the nursing facility be paid for the relevant days, either by the resident or by a third-party payer (often Medicaid).

In thinking about bed hold rights, advocates should not ignore the argument that a resident holds a bed whenever he or she pays in advance. If a resident pays out of pocket, for example, for an entire month in advance, the resident should be considered to be under a bed hold through that entire month even if the bed hold established by the state’s nursing facility law has expired.

The right to return to the nursing facility does not depend on a bed being held. Under the NHRA, a resident has a right to return from the hospital to the next available semiprivate room in the facility.\textsuperscript{166} “This right to return applies when the bed hold has been exceeded, the state provides no bed hold rights, and/or the resident chose not to pay for a bed hold.

Although the statutory right to return applies only to Medicaid-eligible residents, the revised regulations extend the right to residents whose nursing facility care will be reimbursed by Medicaid or Medicare. Also, the revised federal regulations establish the resident’s right to return to his or her original room in the nursing facility if that room is available.\textsuperscript{167}

Another welcome regulatory change is a provision that addresses situations in which a facility refuses to honor a resident’s bed hold or right to return. Some nursing facilities consider hospitalization as an opportunity to rid themselves of a resident who is considered undesirable or less profitable for one reason or another. Refusing to accept a resident who is returning from the hospital puts the resident in an extremely difficult situation because the hospital will not want to retain him or her beyond the (probably limited) time allocated by Medicare or another insurer.

Under the revised regulations, if a facility “determines that a resident who was transferred with an expectation of returning to the facility cannot return to the facility,” the facility must comply with transfer/discharge requirements.\textsuperscript{168} Furthermore, the surveyor’s guidelines make it clear that “the resident must be permitted to return and resume residence in the facility while an appeal is pending.”\textsuperscript{169}

\textbf{H. Protections Against Abuse, Neglect, and Exploitation}

Under the NHRA, a nursing facility resident has “the right to be free from physical or mental abuse, corporal punishment, involuntary seclusion, and any physical or chemical restraints imposed for purposes of discipline or convenience and not required to treat the resident’s medical symptoms.”\textsuperscript{170} The regulations restate these rights with somewhat more detail, specifying that, regarding restraints, the facility “must use the least restrictive alternative for the least amount of time
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and document ongoing re-evaluation of the need for restraints.\textsuperscript{171}

In addition, a resident or representative should not overlook the resident’s ultimate control over the use of restraints — the right under state informed consent law to either consent to or refuse restraint use. A resident or representative does not have to prove that a physical restraint is being used for discipline or convenience and can refuse restraints without giving a reason.

Under the regulations, one facet of abuse prevention is hiring trustworthy persons. A facility must not employ anyone who has the following characteristics:

- Found by a court to be guilty of abuse, neglect, exploitation, misappropriation of property, or mistreatment;
- Had a finding entered in the state nurse aide registry based on one of these five transgressions; or
- Has a disciplinary action against his or her professional license due to one of the same five transgressions.\textsuperscript{172}

Likewise, the facility must take steps to prevent and report abuse. A facility’s policies must prohibit abuse and provide training for employees on recognizing and reporting abuse and investigating abuse allegations.\textsuperscript{173} All alleged abuse violations must be reported to the facility administrator and to “other officials (including to the State Survey Agency and adult protective services where state law provides for jurisdiction in long-term care facilities) in accordance with State law through established procedures.”\textsuperscript{174} More generally, if the facility has information that an employee is unfit for assisting residents, the facility must make a report to the relevant licensing agency or the state nurse aide registry.\textsuperscript{175}

In addition, the Affordable Care Act has added a requirement for reporting suspected crimes to law enforcement.\textsuperscript{176} As this requirement is implemented in federal regulations, a facility must notify managers, employees, and contractors of their duty to report to law enforcement “any reasonable suspicion of a crime” against a resident.\textsuperscript{177} The report must be made within 2 hours if serious bodily injury has occurred; otherwise, the report must be made within 24 hours. The report must be made to the state licensing and certification agency along with at least one local law enforcement agency. To ensure that reports are not suppressed, a facility is prohibited from retaliating against a reporter.\textsuperscript{178}

III. Advocacy and Enforcement Issues

The nursing facility lobby has demonized the revised regulations to a certain extent, referring to them as the “Mega Rule” collectively and as “sweeping changes” that are “onerous and unnecessary.”\textsuperscript{179} These criticisms are overblown. For example, CMS noted that commenters who believe the proposed rules are overly burdensome often mischaracterize existing requirements as new rules, indicating a lack of knowledge of the current rules for nursing
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facilities. In contrast, consumer advocates argue that the proposed rules do not go far enough in making needed changes and merely reflect current practices, which may be inadequate. Consumer advocates’ top priority for the revised regulations was a minimum staffing standard, which is widely considered the single most important factor in improving quality of care. Improved staffing standards would have included minimum staff-to-resident ratios, minimum hours of care, and a registered nurse on duty 24 hours a day.

A. Proposed New Rule on Arbitration Agreements

As discussed previously, the revised regulations prohibit a nursing facility from obtaining any arbitration agreement at the time of admission. Unfortunately for consumers, this arbitration ban has been enjoined by a lawsuit brought by a nursing facility trade association, and CMS has declined to pursue an appeal.

In the meantime, CMS has solicited comments on a revision of the regulations that would not only reverse the prohibition but also establish a framework for nursing facilities to require arbitration agreements as a condition of admission.

Such a regulation, if promulgated, would be a significant backwards step. Currently, if a nursing facility requires arbitration as a condition of admission, the facility’s requirement is seen as a strong indication that the arbitration agreement is unconscionable and thus unenforceable. That indicator of unconscionability would be greatly weakened if federal regulations were to set standards based on arbitration being a requirement for admission.

B. Re-evaluation of Sections of the Final Rule and Implementation Delays

Since the publication and effective date of the final rule, implementation of the regulations as written has not been without challenges. The new administration and Congress elected in November 2016 have pursued an agenda of deregulation, and the nursing facility industry has actively sought to revise or repeal sections of the regulations they claim to be burdensome and to delay implementation of Phase 2 and 3 requirements. Six months after publication
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after issuance of the revised regulations, CMS identified several areas of the regulations it intends to review “for modification or removal in an effort to reduce the burden and financial impact imposed on LTC [long-term care] facilities.” Those areas are the grievance process, quality assurance and performance improvement, and discharge notices to the long-term care ombudsman program. Feedback is being sought on “any additional areas of burden reduction and cost savings in LTC facilities.”

In addition, CMS indicated its intent to institute a moratorium on enforcement remedies for specific Phase 2 requirements. Civil money penalties, denial of payment, and/or termination as an approved Medicare/Medicaid nursing facility are not being used for an 18-month period beginning November 2017. Facilities found out of compliance with Phase 2 requirements may instead be given a directed plan of correction or directed in-service training. Also, CMS is “holding constant for one year” the inspection ratings on Nursing Home Compare for any surveys taking place after November 28, 2017.

Lastly, in Fall 2017, CMS indicated its intent to issue a new proposed rule in 2018 that would reform the long-term care facility requirements that “CMS has identified as unnecessary, obsolete or excessively burdensome on facilities.”

C. Survey Process

Although the 2016 issuance of the revised federal regulations has made significant changes to the substantive standards governing nursing facilities, that regulatory package has made few changes to the enforcement system. The main changes are modified definitions of “abuse,” “neglect,” “nurse aide,” “substandard quality of care,” and other terms.

Before the release of the revised regulations, however, CMS revised the guidance on assessment of money penalties. The central issue is whether money penalties should be assessed on a per instance or per day basis. Per day penalties generally are considered a more impactful remedy because the amount of the penalty continues to mount until the facility remedies the problem.

Under the new guidance, survey agencies generally will assess per instance penalties for violations that begin prior to a survey and are deemed resolved at the time of the survey. Among such violations, however, a per day penalty will be assessed for those of a relatively higher scope and severity, for certain violations involving abuse, and for repeat violations of a higher scope and severity.
If, on the other hand, a violation exists at the time of the survey, CMS guidance directs default to a per day penalty. The exceptions to this default, however, are significant. Per instance penalties are appropriate for addressing a “singular event of actual harm” of a specified scope and severity and for ongoing noncompliance with a certain scope and severity of violation if the facility has a “good compliance history.”

IV. Conclusion

The revised regulations contain both positives and negatives for nursing facility residents and their advocates. The positives include expanded requirements for person-centered care, care planning, and resident choice and participation in health care services. The revised regulations also strengthen the NHRA’s prohibitions against facilities requiring a third-party guarantee of payment or a waiver of legal rights, and protections for residents from improper transfer/discharge. In addition, the regulations have added requirements for a facility grievance official and procedures.

It is disappointing, however, that the revised regulations do not require a registered nurse around the clock or a minimum staffing standard. Even though unnecessary restraints are included in the definition of “abuse” and the requirements for drug regimen reviews and reporting of unnecessary drugs were expanded, the revised regulations compromise the focus on ending the misuse of antipsychotic medications.

In addition, the Trump administration has proposed a repeal of the ban on predispute arbitration agreements and delayed enforcement remedies for certain Phase 2 requirements. The administration is also considering the repeal or further modification of other revised regulations (e.g., regulations on grievance procedures, quality assurance, and ombudsman discharge notices).

Even though CMS and the states are responsible for implementing these regulations, regulation implementation, if left solely to government agencies and providers, is usually scattershot and inadequate. For the revised regulations to truly become the national standard of care, nursing facility residents and their advocates must be prepared to assert resident rights over and over again. Another unfortunate reality is that nursing facilities may be hostile or apathetic toward the revised regulations and the survey agencies can only do so much, given that federal law requires surveys only once a year. For these reasons, it is up to residents, families, and advocates to be knowledgeable about the federal law and make nursing facilities accountable when they fall short.
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